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The legal frameworks and conceptual bases for planning and land use regulation  
in Canada and the U.S. are often worlds apart.  No better example of this can be 

found than by comparing the importance of takings claims which are omnipresent 
south of the border and a novelty to the north.  Nonetheless, in the daily presence  

of planning and land use law in the two countries it can be easy to forget there  
is a border.  What can each country learn from the other? 
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Comparative Planning practice:
USA & Canada Comparative Planning practice

• A “from the trenches” view of planning in 
Canada and the U.S
– What planners DO reflects the culture and 

legal framework
– What gets built reflects the culture AND the 

market
– Canadians mostly want what Americans want
– A cursory look suggests much similarity, 

HOWEVER, a more in depth look reveals...

Comparative Planning practice

• Significant Cultural Differences influence 
planning practice
– USA

•“Life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness”

– CANADA
•“Peace, order, and good 

government”

1. The profession

Similarities and differences at three 
levels:

• Local
• Regional
• State/provincial

Local
Type and division 

of labor

View of local 
government

Approvals

Customer service

Plans

Local

• Similarities
• Division of labor in both countries:

– Advance/Development/Permitting/
» Building

• Social planning components--I.e. housing
• Recommendations to decision making 

bodies
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Local
• Differences

• Canadians historically reluctant to establish local 
municipal organizations, prefer regional and provincial 
control on policy

• In Canada a higher level of discretion for planners and 
decision making bodies (in USA the Bill of Rights 
guarantees that individuals are to be free from arbitrary 
government decisions—a major constraint on planning)

– For example, the presence of approving officers in 
planning departments

• Higher “customer service” orientation in the US
– Most Canadian non-managerial planners are 

unionized
• Official Community Plans—required, zoning must 

conform

Regional

Functions 

National 
scope

Growth 
Management

Regional

• Similarities
– Typical functions:

• Air quality
• Water quality--drinking water, sewer
• Recycling and Garbage
• Transportation planning
• Regional land use planning, growth 

management
• Recreation--Regional parks, natural habitat

Regional
• Differences  

• In Canada virtually all areas covered by 
amalgamated or regional government

» Toronto example: 1953 first regional 
government, 1998 one unified city 

» In BC, for example, regional government 
transcends municipal and electoral area 
boundaries, for services such as waste 
management, water distribution, fire protection

• Growth management
» Comprehensive authority
» Plan conformity

Regional

Regional services one may find in 
Canada:
• Housing
• Labor relations for member municipalities
• Emergency services

Provincial/State
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Provincial/State

•Similarities
– All provinces and for the few states with 

comprehensive land use planning oversight: 
required conformity of local plans with 
provincial/state policies

•Differences
– Canadian provinces have power to 

amalgamate local governments
– Municipal boards for disputes and appeals

Courts and lawyers play a 
much smaller role in land use 

matters in Canada

• Not likely to ever be a RMLUI equivalent
• Enhances role of traditional land use planning 

professionals
• Less of a need for dispute resolution

Planner roles and influences

•Role
•Authority
•Stature
•Professionalism

Planner roles and influences
• Similarities

» Serve the public interest
» Recommendations to decision making 

bodies
• Differences

– In Canada: 
» Public servant
» More authority
» More respect
» More technically professional, less political

– Greater emphasis in USA on the law—given 
emphasis on property rights—land use planning 
is thus inherently a matter of law

Planning concepts and styles

•Similar concepts 
•A normative profession 
•Canada’s emphasis on social 

cohesion & equity
•Healthy cities movement began in 

Canada

Planning concepts and styles

• Similarities 
» livability” “sustainability”
» Smart growth, new urbanism,
» A normative profession in service of the 

greater good
• Differences

» Greater emphasis on  “social cohesion” and 
“social equity”

» Canada had earlier emphasis on healthy 
cities
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2. The planned built and 
social environment 

How do the two countries measure up 
on the ground?

Built form
(Density, mixed use, structure)

USA Canada

Population

(millions)
300 33

Density
(persons/sq.mile)

71 8

% urban 80 78

In Canada they call it what it is... Canada’s “Starbucks”

This is NOT an alley…
residential design is no better in Canada

Regional Comparison

• Coast Cities
Portland
Vancouver

• Rocky Mountain Cities
Denver
Calgary
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Comparative density

18.63,617153554,636Denver
243,164277876,519Calgary

Rocky Mountain

8.93,939134529,121 
(2000)

Portland
1012,69043545,671Vancouver

Coast 

Growth 
10 
yrs.

(%)

Density
(persons

/sq. 
mile)

Area (sq. 
miles)

Population 
(2001)

Cities 
(central 

incorporate
d area)

Transportation
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Transportation Transportation

21% work trips by 
bicycle

106% work trips by 
walking

0.31 miles/10000.47 miles/1000Length of 4-lane 
roads/capita

11,00016,000Domestic 
passenger 
miles/capita

CanadaUSA

Design 
(Architecture,  public realm)

Moncton, New Brunswick

Design
(Architecture,  public realm)

PATH, Toronto

Design
(Architecture,  public realm)

• Similarities
o Just as much ugliness and beauty in 

either country

• Differences
oMore emphasis on public realm in 

Canada, but we go underground or 
inside and lose our street life

Social environment

Chinatown, Vancouver
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Social environment

– Canada is a cultural mosaic, not a 
melting pot

– Greater level of inclusiveness in 
Canada

– Affordable/social housing
– Public health

Observations
• “Lessons” not directly transferable 
• Canadians as capable as Americans in building 

ugly places
• Canadian regional growth management:

– tidy, orderly, and efficient
• No guarantees of beauty, place-making, mixed-

use, density, etc.
• Influences on urban form and vitality much more 

significant and complex then legal frameworks 
and growth management tools 


































